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I. INTRODUCTION 

The United Nations Security Council was 

orginatedi in 1496 as one of the six main organs of 

the United Nations. This council is composed of 

five permanent members (China, France, Russian, 

Federation, United Kingdom and the United States 

of America) and ten nonpermanent members that 

are changed every two year by the General 

Assembly. 

The main objectives of the Security Council are: 

Maintain and assure International peacekeeping and 

security, not forgetting the principles of the United 

Nations 

In order to achieve peace investigate any existing acts of aggression or any problem 

that threats peace between countries and recommend solutions in order to achieve peace 

In order to regulate armaments formulate action plans 
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Categorized by other  countries as extremist groupii, and by its followers as a force of 

defense against the military intervention made by 

Syria, Hamas is a military organization that was 

funded by Sheikh Ahmed Yassin in 1987 at the 

beginning of the first Palestinian intifadaiii, this 

group is supported by a sociopolitical structure in 

some Palestinian territories. The group is uprising 

against Israeli control in West Bank, Gaza and 

Jerusalem. 

Hamas was founded by Sheikh  Ahmed Yassin, it was established as a Brotherhood 

local political arm, and calls for establishing an Islamic Palestinian state in place of Israel. 

                                                                                                              

Hamas started to cause trouble in other coutries with the appearing of  suicide 

bombing, the method was commonly used by Hamas, this tactic was identified in April 

1993, with the results of the OLSO accords (Established it would limit the self-government 

for parts of the West bank, and Gaza under the Palestinian authority). 

Hamas was tagged as a extremist group by United States in 1997, but that 

movement only eclipsed armed factions of the nationalist organization Fatah as the 

vanguard of violent resistance during the second uprising, that was characterized for having 

suicide bombing. 

Is important to mention that its rival party leaded by Fatah dominates the Palestine 

Liberation Organization (PLO) has renunced to violence. Fatah is being seen as a corrupt 

character that has being gaining power over the position he has, also known for his 

undemocratic methods, and the counterproductive political calculations. 
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II.        HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT 

  

2004 

March 22nd -After the mass of suicide bombs in the Israeli cities, Sheikh Ahmed Yassin 

was declared dead by a Israeli missile.   

April 17th -The co-funder of Hamas and sucesor of Yassin, Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi was 

declared dead by a Israeli missile. 

2006 

January 25th -Hamas candidate won the 2006 Palestinian elections defeating the Abba´s 

candidate Fatah 

April 7th -Due differences between goverments, the European Union and the United States 

suspended aid on. 

June 25th -Hamas military launched raidiv into 

Israel over Gaza strip, the raid ended up with 

two dead soldiers and the capture of Gilad 

Shalit an Israeli conscript. 

-After the raid, Israel invades Gaza Strip. 

September 11th -Abbas and Hamas announces 

an agreement to form a unity administration, 

the new cabinet will be towards Israel. 

November 26th -A ceasfirev in Gaza was 

announced. 

2007 

January 30th -Fatah and Hamas agree on 

ceasfire. 

February 2nd-The fights between Hamas and Fatah´s 

factions intensifies in Gaza Strip. 
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-The United Nations said it will allow aid to be given to the  Palestinian emercency 

goverment. 

-Fatah the Hamas opponent gained more authority in West Bank, while Hamas rules ver the 

Gaza Strip.  

 

June 14th -Hamas goverment was dissmisedvi, due that the results weere the political 

bifurcationvii of West Bank and Gaza Strip. 

June 16th -The United Nations say it will lift the ban of aid to Palestinian emercency 

goverment. 

  

2008 

April 24th-Hamas offers a 6-month truce with Gaza. 

December  19th -The accord expires, and terms to extend the truce fail. 

December 27th -Israel launches 

military offensive in Gaza Strip after 

Palestine fire rockets. 

 

2009 

January 18th -Israel and Hamas agree 

on a  ceasefire in Gaza. 

2011 

October 18th -Israel and Hamas 

exchange Shalit fore more tan 1,000 

Palestinian prisioners. 

2012 

March 12th -Four days of extreme 

violence between Israel and Gazan militants. 

June 23rd -Israel declares that Hamas and other extremist groups fired more tan 150 rockets. 

October 18th -Hamas and other groups fired more than 50 rockets. 

November 13th -More than 110 rockets where fired in southern Israel. 
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November 13th -Israel army said that over 750 rockets hit Israel since the beggining of the 

year.   

  

  

 

III.-    CURRENT HAPPENINGS 

  

Currently this crisis has gotten bigger, human rights are been violated such as 

Palestinian authorities in the West bank and Gaza has restricted one of the human basics 

rights, freedom of expression and even has got to the point where the PA has tortured and 

ill-treated detainees and unfortunately four people has being executed,  and one of this 

executions include a person accused of same-sex relations, and after in May of 2016 

another Israeli man was sentenced to life imprisonment for burning to death a Palestinian 

child two years before in 2014. 

  

As the time passes this problem gets bigger, and after many sufferings another one 

has just showed up, in Gaza its electricity is being powered up by a power plant and this 

plant has just ceased to produce electricity because it has run out of fuel creating massive 

power cuts.  

Two million people in the Hamas- run territory just have 2 to 4 hours per day and the basic 

services such as hospitals, schools and other business are unable to operate fully. But this is 

not the only problem, water supply too many households have electric pumps and they 

cannot make basic house chores.  

  

Hamas has used Qatari and Turkish funding buy diesel to fix this problem in the 

past recent months, but the militant group has accused the West bank`s Palestinian 

Authority (PA), who is in charge to coordinate delivery, of driving up prices through unfair 

taxation. The plant has announced that cannot afford to pay the huge fuel taxes that were 

imposed by the PA because the foreign funding has run out, the plant is accusing the PA of 

attempting to “ignite an electricity crisis”. This areas has always had to trust on an 

unreliable power which is already at is full capacity and operating 8 hours a day, this has 



	

	

reached to the point that endangers lives, the local health ministry is very worried about the 

cuts of power in the hospitals frequently endangering lives. The conditions of living even 

got worse in winter, the population had to resort to burning coal and scrap wood indoors 

and to use unreliable kerosene heaters, in January there were protests against the Hamas 

power. 

  

The 80 per cent of Gaza`s population is reliant on international aid, and the fuel 

shortage is just one of the enclave`s severe issues, where the 96 per cent of the water is 

undrinkable, and 46 per cent of people are unemployed. 

“The UN has been warning for some years that the chronic problems of Gaza are 

accumulating to the extent that we may be approaching a tipping point at which Gaza 

becomes unlivable,"  

Robert Piper, the UN’s deputy special coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process, 

told The Jerusalem Post 

  

  

IV.-    KEY POINTS 

  

• Ensurance of the protection of the population of the West Bank ,Gaza strip, 

Jerusalem and Palestine. 

• The erradication of the extremists groups that threat the peace in the affected areas 

and its surroundings of Palestine. 

• International cooperation in order to make a diplomatic relation between the 

European Union, United States and Palestine. 

• International cooperation in order to increase the security in the affected states. 

• Obstruction of the weapon supply from part of Hamas. 

  

V.-    UN ACTIONS 

The United Nations main organ Security council, called for a ceasfire, leadingviii to 

withdrawlix of Israeli forces from Gaza strip, also appealed that there should be inmediate 

aid both humanitarian and medical. Also for food supplies to the civilians. Security Council 



	

	

also called the members of the states to support those international efforts to end the 

conflict. 

Violence, hostile acts and extremist groups actions were condemned by the UN. All 

this efforts helped to have for a while, calm and sustability, by preventing the illicit 

trafficking of arms and emmunitions, and by ensuring crossing points.  

Security Council with the help of the international community wanted to ensure peace 

between the democratic states side by side in peace with more secure and recognized 

borders. 

In 2009 The Security Council welcomed the Quartet´s consideration, with the 

consultation of both parties, of an international meeting gaven that year. 

  

VI.-    BLOCK ANALYSIS 

Western European and Others Group 

In February of 2017 the Palestinians abroadx a conference in Istanbul, Turkey, this 

conference had the goal of promoting global support for the Palestinians. Most of the 

attendants of this conference had Palestinian origins and also had something in common, 

they are known to have been members for decades of Muslim Brotherhood-affiliated 

networks all over Europe. 

  

Their shared goal is to promote international legitimacy for Hamas in Europe, 

Africa, the Middle East and even in Latin America  in a try to challenge the PLO’s 

international standing as the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. Britain 

turns out to be hosting many semi-official activity by Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood 

than any other country in Europe. 

 

Eastern European Group 

Russia does not treats Hamas a extremist group organization, and had direct talks 

with Hamas in 2006, after Hamas won the Palestine elections, stating that it did so to press 

Hamas to reject violence and recognize Israel.   

Latin American and Caribbean Group 



	

	

Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador and Peru recalledxi their ambassadors from 

Israel. Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay and Venezuela made a statement condemning 

Israel’s conduct in Gaza. Paraguay did not join them. 

The irony of such a statement is striking. Venezuela has championed Syrian 

President Bashar Assad “Venezuela is with Syria,” President Nicolás Maduro declared one 

week after Damascus used chemical weapons on its own people in a war that has resulted in 

nearly 200,000 victims and millions of refugees. Surely, Caracas has no claim to pass itself 

off as a defender of anyone’s human rights. The fact that the other four nations allowed 

themselves to be associated with the thuggish Maduro regime speaks for itself. 

  

Asia-Pacific Group 

Hamas counts with two firm allies since 2007, this allies are Qatar and Turkey 

which both are giving Hamas a public and financial assistance estimated to be hundreds of 

millions of dollars, even the president of Turkey Recep Tayjjip Erdogan has dedicated to 

help Hamas breaking out of its political and economic problems, he even expressed his full 

support to Hamas in the U.S. television by saying, "I don't see Hamas as a terror 

organization. Hamas is a political party.”  

In 2012 the former Emir from Qatar, Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani was the first head of state 

to visit Gaza under the Hamas rule and even raised $400 million for reconstruction. 

  

In February of 2017 was held a conference in Istanbul Turkey with the main goal of 

promoting Hamas in a more international way. 

  

China doesn’t designate Hamas to be a extremist group and also recognizes Hamas 

to be legitimately elected political entity in the Gaza strip that represents the people of 

Palestine. Despite U.S. and Israeli opposition, the Chinese government met with senior 

Hamas representative. "We believe that the Palestinian government is legally elected by the 

people there and it should be respected." 

  



	

	

Japan in 2005 froze the assets of 472 extremists and extremist organizations including those 

of Hamas. 

  

African Group 

The Cairo’s Court of urgent matters has designated Hamas as an extremist since 

February 2015, as a part of a campaign to crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood 

movement following the 2013 Egyptian. The court has accused Hamas of carrying terrorist 

attacks in Egypt through tunnels linking the Sinai Peninsula to the Gaza Strip. In March 

2014, the same court outlawedxii Hamas' activities in Egypt, ordered the closure of its 

offices and to arrest any Hamas member found in the country. 
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IX.- GLOSSARY 

																																																													
i Originated: to take its origin or rise; begin; start; arise 
 
ii Extremist: A person who advocates or resorts to measures beyond the norm, especially in politics. 
 
iii Intifada: the Palestinian uprising against Israel in the West Bank and Gaza Strip 
 
iv Raid: a sudden attack, assault 
 
v Ceasfire: a temporary stoppage on a belict conflict 
 
vi Dismissed: the ending of something  
 
vii Bifurcation: separate something in two parts or branches  
 
viii Leading: performing a principal role  
 
ix Withdrawl: the removal of people of a place  



	

	

																																																																																																																																																																																										
 
x Abroad: away in a foreign country  
 
xi Recalled: to remember  
 
xii Outlawed: a noncomformist person or persons  
	


